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Introduction: The phase angle ratio technique
has been applied to study the lunar surface using
photometric data obtained with Earth-based telescopes and spacecraft cameras [1-4]. In particular,
the imaging of these ratios allows one to detect on
the Moon unusual areas that, perhaps, have structure
anomalies of the upper layer of the lunar regolith.
For instance, recently, we found such anomalies
located at a south portion of Oceanus Procellarum;
we suspect that they are weak swirls formed by an
impact of a slow swarm of debris/dust meteoroids
[5]. This shows that phase angle ratio data for the
Moon can potentially give new important information about the structure of its surface. It is interesting
to study the use of the phase ratio technique not only
for brightness images, but for polarimetric ones as
well. We are making here a first attempt to analyze
this idea for the same south portion of Oceanus Procellarum.
Observations: In 2006 we carried out photometric and polarimetric imaging of the Moon with the
Kharkov 50-cm telescope of the Maidanak observatory (Uzbekistan, Middle Asia). These observations
were carried out in three wide spectral bands: λeff =
0.48, 0.54, 0.61 μm using a Canon EOS 350D camera equipped with a CMOS array. The images we
used here are obtained at λeff = 0.54 μm (green light).
For polarization measurements a rotated film polarizing filter was used. A portion of the lunar disk,
which comprises a south part of Oceanus Procellarum, was studied. We here used images acquired
for the phase angle α = 57° and 96°. Albedo A (Fig.
1), polarization degree P (Fig. 2), non-normalized
second Stokes parameter Q, and, then, phase ratios
A(96°)/A(57°) (Fig. 3), P(96°)/P(57°) (Fig. 4), and
Q(96°)/Q(57°) (Fig. 5) were imaged for the region.
The last two ratios were imaged for the first time.
Results: Let us consider the phase angle ratio
A(96°)/A(57°) (Fig. 3). The candidates for weak
swirls are outlined and numbered by 1-3. Dark tone
of these details means that they have rougher surface on the scales mm – cm, than surrounding mare
areas [5]. The areas being unique on the lunar nearside do not obey the common inverse correlation
between albedo and phase curve slope, demonstrating high phase slopes at intermediate albedo.
Apollo-16 low Sun images do not reveal visible
topography of the areas, at least for scales larger,
than hundred of meters. These details also do not
have any thermal inertia, radar (70 and 3.8 cm), and
strong chemical/mineral peculiarities [5].

Fig. 1. Albedo image obtained in green light
at α = 57°

Fig. 2. Linear polarization degree P in green light
at α = 57°
We note close inverse correlation between albedo and polarization degree (cf. Figs. 1 and 2); this
is called the Umov effect [e.g., 6]. This correlation
results from the definition: P = Q / A. If Q weakly
depends on albedo or does not depends at all, the
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correlation becomes obvious. No significant features related to the anomalies shown in Fig. 3 are
seen in Figs. 1 and 2. That is why nobody can earlier find the areas shown in Fig. 3.
The areas exhibit polarimetric distinction only
when we image the parameter b = logPAa [5] which
according to laboratory measurements [6] correlates
with the mean size of particles of the lunar regolith.
We explain the anomaly of b by the presence in
these areas a porous upper layer consisting of dust
particles [5].

angle ratio P(96°)/P(57°) and Q(96°)/Q(57°). By
virtue of the Umov effect, we might anticipate to see
the anomalies in Fig. 4 in negative as compared with
Fig. 3. Indeed, the areas can be found there, but they
are not in negative. The anomalies are better seen in
Fig. 5. The phase ratio Q(96°)/Q(57°) =
P(96°)A(96°)/P(57°)A(57°).
Thus,
the
Q(96°)/Q(57°) distribution is formed by the image
components shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Their multiplication coherently strengthens the anomalies, but
unfortunately, does not compensate the mutual contrast mare/highland on the components, as we expected. This can occur at other combinations of
phase angles.

Fig. 3. Phase angle ratio image for brightness
A(96°)/A(57°) in green light
Fig. 5. Phase angle ratio image for the second Stokes
parameter Q(96°)/Q(57°) in green light

Fig. 4. Phase angle ratio image for polarization
degree P(96°)/P(57°) in green light
Trying to find additional anomalies of optical
characteristics of these areas, we study the phase

Conclusions: The image obtained for the ratios
P(96°)/P(57°) and Q(96°)/Q(57°) resembles each
other, though small differences are seen too at the
anomaly areas. This shows that polarimetric observations of the structure anomaly areas on the Moon
give additional information about the structure of
the lunar surface.
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